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PADI Open Water Referrals 

 

Blue Angel Dive Shop has been a fixture in Cozumel for over 20 years. It enjoys a great 

reputation as a solid facility with many repeat customers: happy divers. A few years ago 

Blue Angel Dive Shop was combined with the former Caribe Blu Hotel to become “Blue 

Angel Resort.” And now, we have a new and exciting venture!  

Blue Angel Scuba School! 

We understand the need to support your efforts as a training facility, and we know that 

some dive shops, instructors and students have concerns about the quality of training 

offered in our region. Blue Angel Scuba School is under Canadian ownership and direction; 

we train to the same uncompromising standard we expect your students receive from 

you. Our focus is on safety, professionalism, and strict adherence to PADI standards, all 

while offering a fantastic, FUN experience for the students.  

 

We know you deal with Open Water training that includes the pool and classroom work, 

and we know that some of those students ask you “where should I go for my Open Water 

dives?” (Of course, some of them will complete their entire course with you; we’re not 

talking about those people!) Some of your students will ask you “I'm going to Cozumel or 

the Mayan Riviera; do you know someone there to finish my dives?”  

 

We want to be that place. We want to help you make satisfied clients who continue to 

return to you because you were able to offer them a solid referral and have them return 

from Mexico certified and happy. We’d like to become an extension of the service you are 

already offering your students, and help you to keep them in your scuba family by helping 

you to meet their needs. Our goal is to exceed their expectations, as well as yours! 

 

 
 


